Abstract. The depths, widths, and magnitudes of the 410-km and 660-km seismic discontinuities are largely consistent with an isochemical phase change origin, as is the observation that the topography on these discontinuities is negatively correlated and significantly smaller than predicted for chemical changes. 
Introduction
The depths, widths, and magnitudes of the major seismic discontinuities in Earth's mantle, at 410 km and 660 km depth, are consistent with their being primarily due to isochemical phase transformations [Bernal, 1936; Ringwood, 1969; Bina and Wood, 1987; and He!ffrich, 1990; Bina, 1991] . Indeed, the observation that the "topography" or geographic variation in depth of occurrence of these discontinuities [Shearer, , studies of the magnitudes of these Clapeyron slopes indicate a greater magnitude for the fl-spinelforming reaction than for the perovskite-forming reactions. This, in turn, implies greater deflection of the 410-km discontinuity than of the 660 for a given temperature perturbation.
Recent studies of seismic waves interacting with these discontinuities, however, demonstrate just the opposite effect. Shearer [1991] Vidale and Benz [1992] also found greater 660 variability but by different means. They stacked shortperiod waveforms from deep earthquakes to image the arrivals between P and pP, arrivals which correspond to bottomside reflections and conversions of upgoing P and near-source $-. P conversions mediated by mantle discontinuities. Discontinuity depths are estimated from the arrival times of these phases. Assuming nominal depths of 410 and 660 km for these discontinuities in "typical" mantle distant from the subduction zones in which the events occurred, the 660 is displaced ~ 25 km downward whereas the 410 is displaced 10 km upward. Though the signs of the displacements are consistent with a phase change origin for both discontinuities, their relative magnitudes are not.
Thus the observed variability in the depth to the 660-km discontinuity exceeds the observed topography on the 410. [Bina and Wood, 1987] . Suppose that this occurs as one follows a mantle adiabat to higher pressures. Imaged seismically at an appropriate frequency from a distance above the boundary, a radially finite multiphase field resembles a first-order discontinuity at some depth, even though it is really a gradient zone. Referenced to this adiabat, the displacement of this apparent discontinuity from its unperturbed depth by some temperature variation may be quantified and a "seismic" Clapeyron slope defined. Though dependent upon frequency, such a slope otherwise depends only upon thermodynamic properties.
Methods
The primary constraints upon the Clapeyron slopes of mantle phase transitions arise from phase equilibrium experiments which attempt to map the reaction boundaries at high pressures (P) and temperatures (T) [Katsura and Ito, 1989; Ito and Takahashi, 1989 ]. However, since a finite overstep of a reaction boundary in either P or T is necessary to generate a driving force for the reaction, such experiments must be "reversed" if they are to completely bound the region in P-T space in which the equilibrium phase boundary must lie [Fyfe, 1960] 
AV(P, T) -T. A[a(P, T). v(P, T)]dP (2)
where a is the volume coefficient of thermal expansion. Since AG of reaction is zero at equilibrium:
--AG(P, T) = AH(P, T) -T. AS(P, T),
we may obtain AS(P, T) from AH(P, T) by selecting point in P-T space which we believe to lie on the equilibrium boundary (e.g., from a high-pressure experimental reversal bracket) and solving equation ( [Ringwood, 1970] . In this two-component system, the phase transition is no longer "univariant" with a discontinuous change from a to •; it is "divariant", with a transforming to • continuously through a mixed phase region. Clapeyron slopes are not defined for such multivariant systems, since the P and T dependence of the equilibrium phase assemblage is a function not just of AS and AV but also of the mixing properties (i.e., activity-composition relations) of the coexisting phases. [Fyfe, 1960] . Moreover, the transition width is influenced by the solid solution properties of the participating phases, which are difficult to constrain experimentally . These details may contribute to up to 1/3 of the overall transition thickness predicted thermodynamically [Bina and Wood, 1987 subducting slabs than has been commonly assumed, rendering the geodynamical argument for largely segregated upper and lower mantle chemical reservoirs less compelling.
